
 

outbreaks in our offices to date. BBW has at 

all times adhered to the proper social distanc-

ing and mask guidelines required by city  

and state ordinances. 

Despite the dramatic drop in interest rates in 

March, Bankers’ Bank of the West has had a  

good year. Asset quality remains strong with  

a Texas Ratio of nearly zero. Liquidity has 

remained at historic highs since the 

spring, as it has at community 

banks, and reasonable loan growth 

continues. BBW’s allowance for loan 

losses remains at or near 2%; tier 

one capital is consistently above 

10%; and earnings should end the 

year above 1% ROAA.  

Like all of you, we are cautiously 

optimistic about 2021. At the same 

time, there is some degree of unease 

in light of the economy’s reaction to the recent 

spike in COVID. I feel good concerning BBW’s 

asset quality going forward, but I also 

acknowledge that earnings, while they should  

remain reasonable, will be tougher next year 

in the challenging low rate environment. It 

should be noted that BBW also benefited in 

2020 from off-balance sheet asset sales related 

to some positive steps taken ten years ago, 

and the benefits of these actions are increas-

ing earnings this year.   

I started this conversation by mentioning the 

word pride. I take great pride in our industry 

and everyone on the BBW team. You all  

deserve to be extremely proud of what you 

have done for your communities. 

On behalf of the team at Bankers’ Bank of the 

West, I wish you and your families safe and 

happy holidays, a merry Christmas, and a  

joyful, prosperous New Year! 

As I reflect on 2020, the first word that comes 

to mind is not COVID, but instead, pride.  

I take great pride in the way our community 

banking industry shined like a beacon at a 

tumultuous time for our country. It was  

community banks that did far and away the 

best job of supporting the small business  

owner and ag producer.  

Community bankers not only took 

the lead in deploying funds at the 

grassroots level through the Cares 

Act loan stimulus program; they  

also worked with customers in need 

of preemptive short-term relief for 

cash flow issues. Americans across 

the land took notice. Even Congress 

acknowledged the role community 

banks played in sustaining the  

country’s economy. 

Pride is also a word that comes to my mind 

when I think of my team at Bankers’ Bank of 

the West. The people I have the privilege of 

working with every day never wavered in 

their commitment to customer service even 

though the bulk of our staff has worked  

remotely since mid-March. Naturally, there 

was a  hiccup or two along the way, but every 

issue that arose was resolved promptly with a 

fitting solution to ensure our ability to support 

community banks.   

On average, approximately 75% of our staff 

has worked remotely since the start of the  

virus, with 100% of the staff having worked 

remotely at some point to verify we could  

effectively deliver all products and services in 

case of a virus outbreak at our Denver or  

Lincoln offices. Having demonstrated the  

company could function properly if fully  

remote, we are fortunate to have had no virus  
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A SOLUTION WELL-SUITED FOR THE TIMES 

Faster collection turnaround is one of the most 

valuable benefits of Canadian check imaging. 

Mounting concerns over potential mail delays—

along with the advantages of simplified compli-

ance and reduced mailing/shipping costs—have 

prompted more financial institutions to consider 

implementing Canadian check imaging. Your 

cash management officer will be happy to share 

information on BBW’s solution as well as guid-

ance on how to make the best decision for your 

bank. Our operations team is also available to 

help; email ops@bbwest.com. 

#GetCoinMoving: THE MOVIE 

As part of its continuing effort to speed up coin 

circulation, the U.S. Coin Task Force uploaded  

a 41-second awareness-building video to the 

Federal Reserve Service’s YouTube channel in 

early December. The creator of the video, AVP–

Bank Card Sales & Support David Philippi, 

has been with Bankers’ Bank of the West for 

seven years. He and BBW SVP & CFO Chris 

Hill, a member of the U.S. Coin Task Force, 

hatched the idea of raising awareness through 

video, and the project sprang to life. Kudos to 

David on leveraging his creativity to educate 

bankers and the American public! Video location 

is https://youtu.be/qzVem2EcSug. 

NEWS RESOURCE ON THE CYBER FRONT 

In general, community banks are highly trusted 

sources of information for the people they serve. 

For banks striving to keep their customers and 

communities informed of crime trends, online 

risks, cyber news, and best practices for staying 

safe and secure, the FBI Cyber Crime site 

(fbi.gov/investigate/cyber) is a reliable start-

ing point to bookmark.  

The frequently updated running list of news  

releases includes many published by U.S.  

Attorneys’ offices and FBI field offices across the 

country. A hyperlink in the “what you should 

know” section connects to a page of clear instruc-

tions on how to protect a computer, a network, 

and personal information—all written at a lay 

audience level. A bulleted list of common online 

crimes and risks offers brief, easy-to-understand 

definitions of each along with hyperlinks to more 

detailed information. 
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4) TRAINING: Training plans should be made 

for groups and individuals, as needed, and 

laid out for one to three years.  

5) TESTING: Tests of the systems and process-

es for resiliency and recovery should be 

made and laid out for one to three years.  

6) EXERCISES: Tabletop, full, or partial  

exercises to look at the plan of recovery and 

resiliency need to be laid out for one to 

three years.  

7) The board should be involved in most steps 

and be receiving updates at least as regu-

larly as you give them IT or IS updates.  

Another factor to consider when remaking or 

revising your plans is resiliency. Recovery used 

to be the name of the game for continuity; today 

banks should be concerned about resiliency. 

Having, testing, and completing exercises of  

the controls that prevent you from needing to 

recover anything is as important as designing 

the recovery.  

With the incoming real time payment platforms 

and future 24/7/365 payment and settlement,  

we all need to make progress on ensuring our 

systems outages have minimal customer impact. 

By starting now, we have a couple of years to 

work toward solutions together and keep resili-

ency strong among all community banks. 

Last year in November (doesn’t that seem like 

an age ago?) a new FFIEC booklet was released. 

Entitled “Business Continuity Management,” it 

reflected considerable differences from the older 

version issued 14 years prior. A lot of groups,  

Bankers’ Bank of the West included, did webi-

nars and prepared for the changes.  

And then came other changes that caused us  

to bring our business continuity and disaster 

recovery plans into very active status. Many of 

us have kept those plans out and running.  

Yet the new handbook is out there, and now that 

some of the hardest part of our banks’ changes 

are behind us, it’s time to examine it.  

These are among the significant changes:  

1) Create a strategy that mirrors bank  

strategy around the plan, training, exer-

cises, and tests.  

2) Make sure you have a risk assessment that 

looks at the information in your business 

impact analyses or, if you are using an  

overall risk assessment, confirm that it  

addresses your recovery and resiliency.  

3) Ensure all the areas discussed around infor-

mation, data and privacy are considered. 

The FFIEC went into specifics; make sure 

your program follows them.  

What to do with the not-quite new  

FFIEC “Business Continuity Management” handbook  
Anne Benigsen, CISSP | CI(S)O  ▪  First VP–CIO & CISO, Bankers’ Bank of the West 

Anne Benigsen has led  

the BBW information tech-

nology and security team 

since 2015. She serves  

frequently as a presenter, 

moderator, and panelist at 

banking industry events.  
 

In addition, Anne is president of CivITas Bank  

Solutions. A subsidiary of Bankers’ Bank of the 

West Bancorp Inc., CivITas was founded to  

provide technology and information security ser-

vices to community banks at a reasonable price. 

More information at acivitas.com.  

 

Remote training to resume in 2021  

In 2020, BBW’s customer banks were invited to 

take webinar courses on various aspects of pay-

ments. Our payments partner, WesPay, led the 

professionally developed trainings and extended 

special pricing for our customers. 

We are pleased to announce WesPay has agreed 

to conduct a 2021 series of webinars. Details will 

be released when course topics and logistics have 

been determined. We thank WesPay for providing  

accessible, affordable high-quality education!  
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You know the old saying, “the only thing certain 

about forecasts is that they are going to be 

wrong.” That amounts to an understatement 

when applied to 2020, a year that unfolded in a 

manner I’m certain none of us envisioned.  

I’m guessing that when the pandemic took hold 

last spring, many of you were like me, thinking 

that by this time things would be pretty normal-

ized. Yet as we approach year-end and seem 

neck-deep in the second wave of the pandemic, 

I’m reminded why my second career will not be 

as a prognosticator.  

Nevertheless, as we close out 2020, I thought I 

would share some random but relevant industry 

musings from the past nine months.  

  Last spring when the pandemic was spiking 

and we were watching developments unfold 

before us, it was hard to envision that loan 

portfolio quality would not suffer to some  

degree, potentially significantly. Unemploy-

ment jumped from less than 4% to over 14%, 

the FRB drastically and rapidly reduced 

rates to near zero, Congress passed billion-

dollar economic stimulus packages, and regu-

lators were blessing and encouraging loan 

modifications and deferrals. Through my 

work and discussions with community banks 

and bankers this year, it appears loan port-

folios have weathered this crazy year surpris-

ingly well to date. Have we crested the moun-

tain, or are we in the eye of the storm? Again, 

I’m not a skilled prognosticator, but will reit-

erate the advice often given by experienced 

surfers: “Don’t turn your back on the ocean.”  

  While the PPP program that many commu-

nity banks embraced and participated in this 

year came with its fair share of challenges 

and frustrations, I see both short and long- 

term benefits to participating banks. On a 

short-term basis, participation clearly aligned 

with the mission of community banks—

particularly their focus on serving the needs 

of their communities and customers—while 

also providing a boost to earnings. I also have 

heard from several bankers that they believe 

they were able to gain new customer traction 

by providing a service some larger banks 

would not accommodate. Frankly, the oppor-

tunity to address a pain point that prompts 

customers to change banks doesn’t come 

along every day. I also think the familiarity 

gained with SBA’s ETran system on the bank 

side, and efficiencies hopefully gained on the 

SBA’s end in having to process billions of  

dollars of loans in a short window, may open 

the door for SBA lending to become a more 

Observations and musings on 2020, the year none of us expected: 
Jim Swanson, President ▪ Bank Strategies LLC, 

a Bankers’ Bank of the West Bancorp company 

Continued on the next page 

SPOTLIGHT ON KAREN MILANO 

Karen Milano, finance and risk administrator  

at BBW, joined the bank in 2008. Since 2018 she 

has worked with BBW’s CFO on preparing  

various daily, monthly and quarterly reports for 

the CEO, officers and board. Karen participates 

in several committees and helps 

gather documents for audits, 

exams and vendor management. 

In addition, she provides crucial 

backup for the safekeeping  

area.  

Outside the office, Karen likes 

immersing herself in a good 

book. She loves spending time 

with her husband, Steve, her 

two adult sons, and shih tzu 

puppy. The couple enjoys  

getting together with their large extended  

family—especially at the family cabin in Red 

Feather Lakes, Colorado.  

A fun fact about Karen: She lived in Louisiana 

for three years as a child.  

“I loved the food—seafood especially—

and had to try alligator at least once,” 

she said. “I remember it being tough but 

tasty.” 

In fact, Karen’s interest in new experi-

ences knows no geographical bounds.  

“I have lots of travel destinations on my 

bucket list,” she said. “The tables at our 

wedding were named after places Steve 

and I want to visit someday.”  



 

can be strategically used to help attract and 

retain talent within your organization on a 

longer-term basis. Realistically, community 

banks are competing for talent today, not  

just with the bank down the street, other 

businesses in your town, or even those in  

regional population centers in your market, 

but rather from employers across the country 

that operate with seemingly no boundaries 

when it comes to staff location. I’ve seen  

the evidence of this in my daily life along  

Colorado’s front range in recent years, and 

the trend has only accelerated during the 

pandemic. 

As we close out 2020, I wish I could just turn my 

computer off, reboot it at the start of 2021 and 

have things return to normal. Clearly that is not 

realistic. However, I am confident that commu-

nity bankers will use the trials and tribulations 

from 2020 to come out stronger on the other side 

of the pandemic.  

 

Jim Swanson is president  

of Bank Strategies LLC, a 

Bankers’ Bank of the West 

Bancorp Inc. company. To 

inquire about the services 

provided by the firm, email   

jim@bankstrategiesllc.com. 

Reflect, regroup, reset  (from page 4) 
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appealing and efficient product offering for 

community banks moving forward.  

  Not long after a decade of low interest rates,  

I don’t know that any of us envisioned being 

back in this situation so abruptly again in 

2020, but here we are. Since this does not 

appear to be a short-term situation, margin 

compression is likely to be one of the biggest 

challenges community banks will face over 

the next two to three years. Strategic atten-

tion will be needed to help ensure your bank 

is deploying assets in a productive manner 

and avoiding being overly cautious or overly 

optimistic relative to future interest rates in 

managing liquidity. Generating loan volume 

to buoy earnings, while at the same time  

balancing risk and return, is likely going to  

be more challenging and more important 

than ever. Additionally, now may finally be 

the time to get serious about leveraging the 

investments your bank has made in tech-

nology to achieve increased operational effi-

ciencies and reduction in manual processes.  

  The pandemic forced many banks down the 

path of temporarily adopting flexible and  

remote work arrangements. Although I sense 

there are mixed feelings from bankers on how  

effective or desirable this has been, I recom-

mend that you leverage this recent experi-

ence to evaluate how such arrangements  

Greg Stanek, senior credit analyst at Bankers’ 

Bank of the West, is responsible for analyzing 

and reporting on the creditworthiness of loan 

requests from community banks or their custom-

ers. An integral member of BBW’s lending team, 

Greg supports, among other loan functions, loan 

participation analysis—a core  

service community banks can 

use to manage retail loans and 

build customer loyalty. 

Greg’s appreciation for custom-

ers and his BBW colleagues has 

remained high over his seven-

year tenure. “My coworkers are 

fantastic, and our customers are 

great to work with. It’s nice to 

work for a company that isn’t 

just about selling, but really does care about the 

needs of our customers.” 

Outside of work, Greg likes spending leisure 

time in the family circle, often watching movies 

(his favorite is “The Princess Bride”) or playing 

games. Greg and his wife, Karen, have been 

married 26 years. They have three chil-

dren: 12-year-old Erica and two college-

aged sons, Cory and Sean.  

While family life suits Greg perfectly, he 

admits finding certain domestic chores—

like cleaning up after the family dog—

much less appealing than, say, setting off 

with his wife on a Caribbean cruise to 

sunny Roatan and Cozumel. 

Go figure. 

GET TO KNOW GREG STANEK  
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The year is almost over – but the need for security isn’t  
Chris Tuzeneu, VP–Information Security 

CivITas Bank Solutions, a Bankers’ Bank of the West Bancorp Inc. company 

We’ve heard it enough the last several 

months, so we won’t dwell on it: This 

year has been a wild ride. But some 

things stay the same. The internet is 

still a complex space full of threats; 

and people, processes, and products 

are constantly improving to better 

protect what is most important.  

In the first quarter, many organiza-

tions moved to remote work. Some even shifted 

their infrastructure to public or private cloud 

hosting, which drastically changed the topogra-

phy of the corporate network. The traditional 

“perimeter” of a network, guarded by a firewall, 

became less significant or was eliminated entire-

ly. Others became increasingly reliant on their 

VPN for remote access, hardening it with multi-

factor authentication. 

According to the Anti-Phishing Working Group 

(apwg.org), the number of unique phishing sites 

grew from under 75,000 in March of this year to 

200,000 sites by the end of Q3. Opportunistic 

scammers are using keywords related to hot 

news items, from the pandemic to the election,  

to entice unsuspecting users to click on dodgy 

links—as well as continuing to use their old bag 

of tricks. Emails impersonating banks, shipping 

companies, and file sharing services con-

tinue to flood professional and personal  

inboxes in the hopes of catching someone 

on their hook. 

The FBI issued warnings throughout the 

year about scams related to current news 

events. Criminals never stop trying to cash 

in on various disasters and social or politi-

cal movements, by creating fake nonprofit 

organizations in order to pocket your donations. 

However, despite how it may feel, this year  

has not been all doom and gloom. Email security 

companies such as Mimecast, Tessian, and  

others are providing better-than-ever controls 

for email, working behind the scenes to keep  

bad stuff out of your inbox. Corporate messaging 

software—like Microsoft Teams, Zoom and 

Slack—provides an alternative to email altogeth-

er. And security training programs, aided  

by phishing simulators like KnowBe4, keep  

every employee in the organization alert and 

aware of the threats that are out there. 

In the midst of a year of change, some things 

remain constant. Bad guys are trying to make a 

buck, but if you remain vigilant it won’t be at 

your expense. 

CivITas Bank Solutions was established by Bankers’ Bank of the West Bancorp Inc. to provide  

individualized information security and technology consulting, assessment, and audit services that 

prepare community banks to navigate the ever-evolving regulatory and compliance landscape.  

    

 

Angela Finn ▪ Senior Vice President/Cashier 

First Bank and Trust Company ▪ Minden, Nebraska 

“ 

”

Sign-up in progress  

for extended archive on BRIDGE 

Banks using BRIDGE have access to 12 months 

of transactional data included in their monthly 

service fee.  

BRIDGE customers wanting to retain 84 months 

(seven years) of archive data can sign up now for 

the extended archive service. Enrolling soon will 

allow time for the feature to be activated, ensur-

ing no data is removed from April to July.  

Banks electing to use the extended archive fea-

ture will not be billed the nominal monthly fee 

for the service until July 2021. To learn more or 

sign up, email ops@bbwest.com. 
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Partners at the ready, tools in hand for adapting to payments changes 
Jeff Benson, SVP & Chief Operating Officer ▪ Bankers’ Bank of the West 

 

Four dynamics that drove the change 

1. Payments. There are several changes on the 

horizon in the payment world. New payment rails 

have been built by RTP, and the Federal Reserve  

is in the process of building the FedNow payment 

rail. At the same time, domestic wire standards  

are being changed to align with international wire 

standards (ISO 20022). BRIDGE is the platform 

that will deliver BBW’s services to you on a timely 

basis. 

2. Technology. Advances in technology have 

evolved to the point where people expect real-time 

results. In the modern world, most of this is accom-

plished through API connectivity rather than file 

transfer protocol. API connectivity also facilitates 

easier connections to a variety of service providers.  

The adoption of BRIDGE presented an opportunity 

to simplify multifactor authentication for our  

customers as well. The token-based authentication 

system used by BRIDGE has eliminated the need 

for software installation and related PC mainte-

nance on the community bank’s part. 

The move to BRIDGE also accomplished another 

defined objective: a much-needed modernized look 

and feel.  

3. Risk Management. BSA remains a growing 

part of the payment system. Realizing this, we took 

our OFAC screening to a higher level by utilizing 

one of the top OFAC screening systems in the  

country for BRIDGE. What’s more, anomaly detec-

tion—at one time thought of as a nice-to-have  

option—is increasingly considered an expected  

feature today. BBW needed a system that could 

deliver anomaly detection, and BRIDGE can do it. 

4. Vendor relationship. I am hyper-sensitive to 

relationships with BBW’s vendors. Our ability to 

deliver services to you often requires coordinating 

multiple systems. Having people who work with us 

through this process and adjust in the best interest 

Just the mention of making an upgrade to any customer-facing software system can strike fear in the 

hearts of most bankers. It’s said that conversions never go as planned and cost twice as much as you  

expect. Knowing a change would likely be met with some degree of reluctance, Bankers’ Bank of the West 

did not take the decision to upgrade from BIDS to BRIDGE lightly.  

We spent months preparing for the change. A host of factors and options had to be considered. In the end, 

the decision came down to which technology partner would most effectively support BBW and its customer 

banks through changes in the payments world. An overview of the thought process and transition follows. 

of our customers is invaluable. The vendor we use 

for BRIDGE has demonstrated its motto of being a 

true partner over the past year, and that’s what 

we’ll need moving forward.  

Customer-centric approach and outlook 

Although the future of payments is unclear, we 

can be certain many changes lie ahead, and we 

must be nimble to adapt. Items on our growing list 

of enhancements will be prioritized and addressed 

over the next year and beyond as the payment 

landscape changes. 

Near-term enhancements will be anomaly detec-

tion and ACH risk management—both at no  

additional cost to customers. Anomaly detection 

will alert a banker when a customer sends a  

payment (such as a wire) to a certain receiver for 

the first time—an added check in the process. 

The ACH risk management function will allow 

certain criteria to be set for corporate customers 

for the purpose of reducing fraud risk.  

Many of the planned BRIDGE enhancements  

originated with customers. Our approach is to seek 

out ways of improving the system to drive better 

efficiencies and reduce risk on a cost-effective  

basis. 

As an example, customers utilizing BRIDGE for 

ACH processing will receive a better product at a 

lower cost. Furthermore, the technology behind 

BRIDGE allows for optionality, which is partic-

ularly important as no two community banks are 

the same. What works for one community bank in 

the realm of international services might not suit 

another. To that point, we will be able to offer  

different options over the platform in the future. 

In a sense, BRIDGE is the front door to our bank. 

Adapting to your needs will remain our priority in 

the years to come, and we’re looking forward to 

making the exciting journey with you. 
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Although formed in the mid-1990s, Bankers’ Bank 

of the West’s Bank Card Department first took 

hold and began growing when Mary Ann Elliott-

Supples was hired in 1998 to head it. 

“It was Mary Ann’s appoint-

ment that put the Card  

Department on track to  

become what it is today— 

a leading provider of credit 

card, ATM/debit, and mer-

chant services for hundreds  

of banks,” said BBW CEO and 

President Bill Mitchell. “She 

has had a huge impact on the overall success of 

Bankers’ Bank of the West.” 

With her retirement approaching, Mary Ann has 

been reflecting on the industry progress and many 

changes she’s witnessed across decades. 

“To sum it up, my 46-year career has been an 

amazing ride. I started manually processing 

checks in 1974. Today payments are processed at 

the speed of light. And to think I’ve had the oppor-

tunity to be involved in all of it!”  

Mary Ann said she is honored to have had the 

chance to work with Bill Mitchell and feels “fortu-

nate to have been part of the BBW family for more 

than 22 years.” 

“I thank BBW and my many friends and col-

leagues in the community banking industry for 

their part in my journey,” she added. “I’ll be for-

ever proud of my accomplishments and grateful  

for the trust you bestowed on me.” 

Mary Ann Elliott-Supples 
A recent graduate of the University of Nebraska  

in 1980, Lee Anderbery got his start in banking 

as an intern with a Nebraska community bank in 

the midst of a world-wide recession. Interest rates 

were at record highs at that point. 

“It was a tough time in banking, but I stuck it out, 

and I’m glad I did,” he said. 

Lee was hired by Bankers’ Bank of the West in 

2013 as a relationship manager covering parts of 

Nebraska and South Dakota. 

“This has been my dream job, 

getting out to meet bankers, 

and working with and for them 

on the other side of the desk,” 

he said.  

The reason he designated  

December 31 as his official  

retirement date is that it  

marks 40 years in banking.  

Over time, the lines between Lee’s professional 

and personal interests have blurred somewhat. 

For one thing, he has taken at least 17 motorcycle 

trips with a group of bankers he considers friends.  

“My professional role is called ‘relationship  

management,’ but those relationships with bank-

ers are really more like friendships in my mind.” 

An avid photographer whose work has been pub-

lished in several SDBA and NBA scenic calendars, 

Lee said he hopes to “shoot” more wildlife in the 

future. Two of his winter landscapes are shown 

below.  

Lee Anderbery 

BANKERS’ BANK OF THE WEST CONGRATULATES EMPLOYEES RETIRING DECEMBER 31  

BANKERS’ BANK OF THE WEST 

1099 18th Street  ▪  Suite 2700 

Denver, Colorado  80202 


